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TOP MOUNT 
ERROR CODE

-When a defect occurs, the buttons will not operate but the tones will sound.   
When the defect CODE  removes the sign, it returns to normal operation 
(RESET).  The defect CODE  is shown on the REFRIGERATOR  DISPLAY
LED, and the other LED is turned off. 1

19cu.ft - 22 cu. ft



TOPMOUNT 
TEST MODE

1. The Test mode allows you to check the PCB and the functions of the product as well as finding 
out the Defective part in case of an error.

2. The test button is on the main PCB of the refrigerator (Test S/W at the back). The test mode will 
be cleared in 2 hours regardless of the type of test mode.

3. While in the test mode, the function control button will not operate, though the recognition tone 
(beep~) sounds.

4. After exiting the test mode, be sure to reset by unplugging and then plugging in the appliance.

5. If an error (such as a sensor failure) is detected while in the test mode, the test mode is cleared 
and the error code is displayed.

6. While an error code is displayed, the test mode will not be activated even if the test button is 
pushed.
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1. The error diagnostic mode allows the service to locate a fault without having to disassemble the 
refrigerator.

2. If the refrigerator goes into error mode, the buttons cease to function.

3. After the error mode is cleared, the refrigerator defaults to the normal setting.

4. The error code is displayed by the refrigerator temp indication LED on the display of the 
refrigerator while the remaining LED’s are off.

TOP MOUNT 
ERROR CODE

*There is no Test 
mode for this model
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TOP MOUNT 
ERROR CODE

(1)  If you push a button and the function will not operate then the refrigerator is in the Error code 
mode.

(2) The Error code is displayed in the FREEZE TEMP LED’s on TOP COVER. 
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(1) The test switch is on the MAIN PCB of refrigerator.

(2) TEST MODE is RESET after MAX. 2hours regardless of TEST MODE.

(3) After the end of TEST MODE, pull out the power cord and plug it in again(RESET).

(4) If a ERROR occurs during the TEST MODE, TEST FUNCTION is released and DISPLAY 
LED’s represent ERROR CODE.

(5) If the TEST switch is pushed during ERROR CODE, TEST FUNCTION is not operated.

TOPMOUNT 
TEST MODE
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BOTTOM MOUNT 
ERROR CODE

1. When a defect occurs, the buttons will not operate; but the tones. such as ding. will sound.

2. The defect CODE shows on the Refrigerator and Freezer Display.
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BOTTOM MOUNT 
TEST MODE

1. The test mode is operated by pressing two buttons at Display panel.

2. After exiting the test mode, be sure to reset by unplugging and then plugging in the appliance.

3. If an error, such as a sensor failure, is detected while in the test mode, the test mode is cleared 
and the error code is displayed.

4. While an error code is displayed, the test mode will not be activated.

LED CHECK MODE: When the refrigerator temperature control and the freezer temperature 
control button at the same time are hold for 1 second or longer, every LED on the display turns on 
at the same time. when the button are released, the previous mode is restored.

Freezer Fan RPM Variable Check: If the freezer fan is in operation and the WARMER KEY in 
Refrigerator and Freezer Temp Control are pressed for more than one second at the same time 
freezer fan RPM changes. (for example if high speed, to normal speed or if normal speed, to high 
speed for 30 seconds) After 30 seconds, it turns to its original RPM.

Demonstration MODE: Set the Refrigerator setings at the warmest setting then when the 
refrigerator Temp. control or of freezer Temp. control is held over 5 seconds at the warmest 
temperature It converts to Demonstration Mode. In this status, each LED is rotated with 1 second 
interval and, all Loads are off(Compressor / Fan / Damper / Heater)
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BOTTOM MOUNT 
ERROR CODE

1. When a defect occurs, the buttons will not operate; but the tones such as ding will sound.

2. The defect CODE shows on the Refrigerator and Freezer Display.
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BOTTOM MOUNT 
TEST MODE

LED CHECK MODE: When the refrigerator temperature control and the freezer temperature 
control button at the same time are hold for 1 second or longer, every LED on the display turns on 
at the same time. when the button are released, the previous mode is restored.

Freezer Fan RPM Variable Check: If the freezer fan is in operation and the WARMER KEY in 
Refrigerator and Freezer Temp Control are pressed for more than one second at the same time 
freezer fan RPM changes. (for example if high speed, to normal speed or if normal speed, to high 
speed for 30 seconds) After 30 seconds, it turns to its original RPM.

Demonstration MODE: Set the Refrigerator settings at the warmest setting then when the 
refrigerator Temp. control or of freezer Temp. control is held over 5 seconds at the warmest 
temperature It converts to Demonstration Mode. In this status, each LED is rotated with 1 second 
interval and, all Loads are off (Compressor / Fan / Damper / Heater)

1. The test mode is operated by pressing two buttons at Display panel.

2. After exiting the test mode, be sure to reset by unplugging and then plugging in the appliance.

3. If an error, such as a sensor failure, is detected while in the test mode, the test mode is cleared 
and the error code is displayed.

4. While an error code is displayed, the test mode will not be activated.
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THREE DOOR 
ERROR CODE

1. When a defect occurs, the buttons will not operate; but the tones. 
such as ding. will sound.

2. The defect CODE shows on the Refrigerator and Freezer Display.
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THREE DOOR 
TEST MODE

1. The test mode is operated by pressing two buttons at Display panel.

2. If an error, such as a sensor failure, is detected while in the test mode,              
the test mode is cleared and the error code is displayed.

3. While an error code is displayed, the test mode will not be activated.

LED CHECK MODE: When the refrigerator temperature control and the freezer temperature 
control button at the same time are hold for 1 second or longer, every LED on the display turns on 
at the same time. when the button are released, the previous mode is restored.

Freezer Fan RPM Variable Check: If the freezer fan is in operation and the WARMER KEY in 
Refrigerator and Freezer Temp Control are pressed for more than one second at the same time 
freezer fan RPM changes. (for example if high speed, to normal speed or if normal speed, to high 
speed for 30 seconds) After 30 seconds, it turns to its original RPM.

Demonstration MODE: Set the Refrigerator settings at the warmest setting then when the 
refrigerator Temp. control or of freezer Temp. control is held over 5 seconds at the warmest 
temperature It converts to Demonstration Mode. In this status, each LED is rotated with                 
1 second interval and, all Loads are off (Compressor / Fan / Damper / Heater)
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SIDE BY SIDE 
ERROR CODE

1. When the appliance enters the failure mode, pressing buttons has no 
effect on the operation of the appliance.

2. The failure code will be displayed as indicated in the drawings below. 
All other graphics and displays will be turned off.
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SIDE BY SIDE 
TEST MODE
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ICE MAKER  
TEST MODE

1. It is operated by pressing the water supply control KEY for 3 seconds.

2. If the water supply control KEY is pressed for 3 seconds in the Ice making mode (no matter what 
condition the Ice-Making tray is in) the Ice-Removing operation starts immediately. Water is not yet 
frozen, so water is poured instead of ice. If the control doesn’t operate normally in the TEST mode, 
check and repair as needed.

3. After water is supplied, the normal CYCLE is followed: Ice making → Dump → Fill → Park 
Position. 

ERROR CODES:
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FRONT LOAD WASHER 
ERROR CODE
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Rear Control



FRONT LOAD WASHER 
ERROR CODE
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Rear Control



FRONT LOAD WASHER 
TEST MODE

The washer must be EMPTY and the controls must be OFF.

1) Press the SPIN SPEED and SOIL LEVEL buttons simultaneously.

2) Press the Power button, while holding the above condition. The buzzer will sound twice.

3) In order to advance to the next step of test mode, press the START / PAUSE button once.
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Rear Control



FRONT LOAD WASHER 
ERROR CODE
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Front Control



FRONT LOAD WASHER 
ERROR CODE
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Front Control



The washer must be empty and the controls must be off.

1. Press the SPIN SPEED and SOIL LEVEL buttons simultaneously.

2. Press the Power button, while holding the above condition. Then buzzer will sound twice.

3. Press the Start/Pause button repeatedly to cycle through the test modes.

FRONT LOAD WASHER 
TEST MODE

If there is a specific spin speed that has excessive vibration and noise you can adjust it.

1) Put an unbalance part (rubber) inside of the drum.            
2) Start the QC test mode (Refer to section 7-2).                                                             
3) Press Delay Wash button, then ‘ ’ is displayed.                                                  
4) Press the Spin Speed button repeatedly to select Extra High.  
5) Press the Quick Cycle button, the spin speed is displayed.    
6) Press the Start/Pause button.                                 
7) Press the Beeper button repeatedly to set spin speed (600, 900, 1020, 1120 rpm) and check if 
there is vibration and noise.                                   
8) If there is no vibration and noise, increase the spin speed by pressing Beeper button.                   
9) If there is vibration and noise, rotate the Cycle selector knob clockwise to reduce the Spin 
Speed (reduce by 50 and 100 rpm). 600 rpm can not be reduced    
10) If vibration and noise are reduced, press the Quick Cycle button to store                                     
(2 beep sounds).

* If you want to return to factory default spin speed setting, repeat above                                           
steps except step 9). 20

Front Control



FRONT LOAD WASHER 
ERROR CODE
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24” Front Control



FRONT LOAD WASHER 
ERROR CODE
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24” Front Control



Pressing Spin, and Temp button simultaneously.

1. Power supply ON with pressing upper two button, then the buzzer will sound twice.

2. Press the START/PAUSE button as follows.

FRONT LOAD WASHER 
TEST MODE
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DRYER TEST MODE

ACTIVATING THE DIAGNOSTIC TEST MODE

1. Unit must be in Standby (unit plugged in, display off)
2.         Press “POWER” while pressing “MORE TIME”, and “LESS TIME” simultaneously.



WASH/DRY COMBO 
ERROR CODE

24’ front Control
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WASH/DRY COMBO 
ERROR CODE
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24’ front Control



WASH/DRY COMBO 
TEST MODE

1) Press SPIN, and TEMP. button simultaneously.

2) Power supply ON with pressing the upper two buttons

3) Press the START/PAUSE button as follows.
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24’ front Control



WASH/DRY COMBO 
ERROR CODE
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Front and Rear Control



WASH/DRY COMBO 
ERROR CODE
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Front and Rear Control



WASH/DRY COMBO 
TEST MODE

1) Press the SPIN SPEED and SOIL LEVEL buttons simultaneously.

2) Press the Power button, while the above condition. Then buzzer sound twice.

3) In order to advance to the next step of test mode, press the START / PAUSE button once.
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Front and Rear Control



DISHWASHER 
TEST MODE
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DISHWASHER 
ERROR CODE
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DISHWASHER 
ERROR CODE


